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Abstract
Let V be a Euclidean space and O(V ) be the orthogonal group. The norm criterion of the
G(c)-radius is studied in the framework of an Eaton triple (V ,G,D). © 2001 Elsevier Science
Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Let V be a finite-dimensional real linear space with inner product 〈·, ·〉. Let G be
a closed subgroup of the orthogonal group O(V ). Given c ∈ V , the G(c)− radius
of x ∈ V is the quantity [12]
rG(c)(x) := max
g∈G |〈x, gc〉|, x ∈ V,
which covers a number of concepts, for examples, C-spectral norms, C-numerical
radii and C-congruence numerical radii. It is clear that for any fixed c ∈ V , G(c)-
radius is a G-invariant seminorm on V and G(c)-radius is a norm if and only if
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spanGc = V [12, Theorem 3.1]. Many existing examples of G(c)-radius are indeed
associated with Eaton triples, e.g., see Section 2 of [12], and [20,21].
Let G ⊂ O(V ) be a closed group. We say that (V ,G,D) is an Eaton triple if
there exists a closed convex cone D ⊂ V such that
(A1) V =⋃g∈G gD, and
(A2) maxg∈G〈x, gy〉 = 〈x, y〉 for all x, y ∈ D.
See [3–5,14–16] in particular [2, Example 2.2], for examples of Eaton triples. Since
an Eaton triple has richer structure, some easy-to-apply criterion for G(c)-radius
being a norm is expected. This, coupled with some applications to real reductive Lie
algebras, is the main theme of the paper. Examples and application to reductive Lie
algebras will be discussed in the final section.
2. Norm criterion and Eaton triples
We start with some basic notions. A subspace W ⊂ V is called G-invariant if
gW ⊂ W (and thus gW = W ) for all g ∈ G. In this case, G|W := {g|W : g ∈ G}
is a closed subgroup of the orthogonal group O(W). Let W be a G-invariant sub-
space of V . We say that G is effective on W if the subspace of points fixed by G,
MG(W) := {v ∈ W : gv = v, g ∈ G} is equal to {0}. In addition, if W = V , then we
simply say that G is effective. Clearly if G is effective on V , then G is effective on
any G-invariant subspace W ⊂ V . Let W be a G-invariant subspace of V . We say
that G is irreducible on W (or, equivalently, that W is G-irreducible) if the only G-
invariant subspaces of W are {0} and W . When, in addition, W = V then we simply
call G irreducible and V is G-irreducible.
If G is irreducible, then G is effective except the trivial case: the dimension of V
is 1 and G = {id}.
For a given c ∈ V , the subspace span Gc is the smallest G-invariant subspace
containing c, where Gc := {gc : g ∈ G} denotes the orbit of c under the action of
G. So V is G-irreducible if and only if spanGc = V for all nonzero c ∈ V [11,
Theorem 2.3]. Thus, in this case, G(c)-radius is always a norm if c = 0, by Li-
Tsing’s span criterion. It is then natural to consider the reducible case. Since G ⊂
O(V ), a subspace W ⊂ V is G-invariant if and only if W⊥ is G-invariant. Thus
V admits the orthogonal decomposition, a well-known result in group representa-
tion theory, V = V1 + · · · + Vm, where Vi , i = 1, . . . , m, are G-invariant nonzero
irreducible subspaces. Our goal is to reduce the study of the norm criterion of G(c)-
radius on V to that on Vi , i = 1, . . . , m, when (V ,G,D) is an Eaton triple. We need
the following general discussion on the product triple of Eaton triples.
Suppose that all (Vi,Gi,Di) are Eaton triples for some closed groups Gi ⊂
O(Vi) and closed convex cones Di ⊂ Vi . Then we can consider the product triple
(V , G˜,D), where D := D1 + · · · +Dm, and G˜ := G1 × · · · ×Gm is the group of
all linear operators (g1, . . . , gm), gi ∈ Gi , i = 1, . . . , m, acting on V = V1 + · · · +
Vm by
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(g1, . . . , gm)(x1 + · · · + xm) := g1x1 + · · · + gmxm, xi ∈ Vi.
An easy calculation shows that
(V , G˜,D) is an Eaton triple. (2.1)
Of course G ⊂ G˜ but the converse is not true in general. The following converse is
true and will be used to prove our next theorem.
Theorem 2.1. Let (V ,G,D) be an Eaton triple. Assume that V has the orthogonal
decomposition
V = V1 + · · · + Vm,
where Vi, i = 1, . . . , m, are nonzero G-invariant subspaces of V . Let Gi := G|Vi
and Di := D ∩ Vi . Then (Vi,Gi,Di) is an Eaton triple, i = 1, . . . , m. Moreover
(i) D = D1 + · · · +Dm,
(ii) G|W = (G1 × · · · ×Gm)|W, where W := span D.
Proof. First, we prove (A1) for (Vi,Gi,Di). For any x ∈ Vi , by (A1) for (V ,G,D),
there exists g ∈ G such that gx ∈ D. Since Vi is G-invariant, gix = gx ∈ D ∩ Vi =
Di where gi := g|Vi . In order to show (A2) for (Vi,Gi,Di), take any x, y ∈ Di and
gi ∈ Gi , i.e., gi = g|Vi for some g ∈ G. Since x, y ∈ Di ⊂ D, we have 〈x, y〉 
〈x, gy〉 = 〈x, giy〉 by (A2) for (V ,G,D), which leads to (A2) for (Vi,Gi,Di).
(i) The inclusion D1 + · · · +Dm ⊂ D is obvious, since Di ⊂ D, i = 1, . . . , m,
and D is a convex cone. We need to prove the converse inclusion. Let x ∈ D. So x =
x1 + · · · + xm, where xi is the orthogonal projection of x into Vi , i = 1, . . . , m. We
need to show xi ∈ Di , i = 1, . . . , m. By (A1) for (Vi,Gi,Di), there exist
gi ∈ Gi and yi ∈ Di such that xi = giyi . We will prove xi = yi . Clearly, this is true
for yi = 0. So assume yi /= 0. First we will show
〈yi, giyi〉 = 〈yi, yi〉. (2.2)
The inequality 〈yi, giyi〉  〈yi, yi〉 follows from Cauchy–Schwarz inequality since
gi is an isometry. It remains to prove the converse inequality. To this end, notice
that 〈x, giyi〉 = 〈x, xi〉 = 〈xi, xi〉 = 〈yi, yi〉, and 〈x, yi〉 = 〈xi, yi〉 = 〈giyi, yi〉. By
(A2) for (V ,G,D), 〈x, giyi〉  〈x, yi〉, so we obtain 〈yi, yi〉  〈giyi, yi〉, as
desired. Thus (2.2) is proved. Therefore 〈giyi, yi〉 = 〈yi, yi〉 = ‖yi‖2 = ‖giyi‖ ‖yi‖.
So giyi = λyi for some real scalar λ > 0 by the equality case of Cauchy–Schwarz
inequality. This gives ‖giyi‖ = λ‖yi‖, and next λ = 1, since yi /= 0. Thus xi =
giyi = yi ∈ Di , as claimed. Therefore x ∈ D1 + · · · +Dm, as desired.
(ii) It follows from (2.1) that (V , G˜,D) is a triple of Eaton, where G˜ := G1 ×
· · · ×Gm. Since G ⊂ G˜, applying [15, Lemma 3.1] we obtain G|W = G˜|W and this
completes the proof. 
Remark. The statement A ∩ (V1 + · · · + Vm) = (A ∩ V1)+ · · · + (A ∩ Vm) is not
true for a convex cone nor a subspace A ⊂ V . For example, let V := R2 and let
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A be a convex cone with the wedge angle less than π/2, V1 = span {(1, 0)} and
V2 = span {(0, 1)}.
Lemma 2.1. Let V = V1 + · · · + Vk be an orthogonal decomposition of V , where
Vi, i = 1, . . . , k, are nonzero orthogonal G-irreducible subspaces of V . For each
i = 1, . . . , k, let Gi := G|Vi . Denote G˜ := G1 × · · · ×Gk. If Gi is effective on Vi,
i = 1, . . . , k − 1, then span G˜c = V if and only if the orthogonal projections of c
into Vi, i = 1, . . . , k, are nonzero.
Proof. We claim that if c = c1 + · · · + ck where ci ∈ Vi , then
conv G˜c = conv G1c1 + · · · + conv Gkck. (2.3)
In fact, G˜c = G1c1 + · · · +Gkck ⊂ conv G1c1 + · · · + conv Gkck , which gives
conv G˜c ⊂ conv G1c1 + · · · + conv Gkck.
On the other hand, consider any convex combinations
∑
j1
λj1g
(j1)
1 c1, . . . ,
∑
jk
λjk
g
(jk)
k ck, where
∑
ji
λji = 1, λji  0, and g(ji )i ∈ Gi , i = 1, . . . , k. Then, by direct
computation,∑
j1
λj1g
(j1)
1 c1 + · · · +
∑
jk
λjkg
(jk)
k ck
=
∑
j1,...,jk
λj1 · · · λjk (g(j1)1 , . . . , g(jk)k )(c1 + · · · + ck),
and the right-hand expression is a convex combination of vectors from the orbit G˜c.
Therefore conv G1c1 + · · · + conv Gkck ⊂ conv G˜c, as desired.
Sufficiency. Let di be the dimension of Vi , i = 1, . . . , k. We consider two cases
according to Gk is effective or non-effective on Vk .
Case (i): Gk is effective on Vk . Since Gi is effective and irreducible on Vi and
0 /= ci ∈ Vi , i = 1, . . . , k, it follows from [5, Lemma 2.1(iii)] that there exists an
open di-dimensional ball Bi centered at the origin such that Bi ⊂ conv Gici . Hence
there exists an open d-dimensional ball B centered at the origin, where d := d1 +
· · · + dk = dimV , satisfying B ⊂ B1 + · · · + Bk . Therefore by (2.3)
B ⊂ conv G1c1 + · · · + conv Gkck = conv G˜c ⊂ span G˜c ⊂ V.
Now, since span B = V we get span G˜c = V , as claimed.
Case (ii): Gk is not effective on Vk . Since additionally Gk is irreducible on Vk ,
we get dk = 1 and Gk = {idVk }. Therefore Vk = span ck and conv Gkck = {ck}. By
(2.3) we obtain
span(conv G1c1 + · · · + conv Gkck) = span conv G˜c = span G˜c.
As in case (i), for each i = 1, . . . , k − 1 there exists di-dimensional open ball Bi
centered at the origin such that Bi ⊂ conv Gici . So it suffices to show
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span(B1 + · · · + Bk−1 + ck) = V.
Notice that there exists d ′-dimensional open ball B with the center at the origin such
that B ⊂ B1 + · · · + Bk−1, where d ′ := d1 + · · · + dk−1. Since span B = V1 + · · ·
+ Vk−1 and span {ck} = Vk , we have span B + span ck = V. Therefore we only
need to prove
span(B + ck) = span B + span ck.
The inclusion span (B + ck) ⊂ span B + span ck is clear. Now we will prove span
B + span ck ⊂ span (B + ck) and it is sufficent to show ck ∈ span (B + ck) andB ⊂
span (B + ck). The former is obvious by the fact that 0 ∈ B. To see the latter, notice
that ±b + ck ∈ span (B + ck) for each b ∈ B and thus b = 12 (b + ck)− 12 (−b +
ck) ∈ span (B + ck).
Necessity. If some ci = 0, then we have by (2.3) conv G˜c =∑j =i conv Gjcj ⊂∑
j =i Vj ⊂ V . So span G˜c = span conv G˜c ⊂ V . 
Remark. In general it is not true that span G˜c = spanG1c1 + · · · + spanGkck with
assuming the effectiveness of Gi , i = 1, . . . , k − 1. Example: V = R3, G is the
group generated by the reflection about the yz-plane. Then Vi = span ei , i = 1, 2, 3,
where {e1, e2, e3} is the standard basis and G1 = {id,−id}, G2 and G3 are trivial.
So span G˜e = V = spanG1e1 + spanG2e2 + spanG3e3 where e = e1 + e2 + e3.
If dimMG(V ) > 1, then G(c)-radius is not a norm for any c ∈ V . In fact, if
c = c1 + c2, where c1 ∈ MG(V )⊥ and c2 ∈ MG(V ), then spanGc ⊂ spanGc1 +
span c2 ⊂ MG(V )⊥ + span c2 /= V . Thus the consideration is reduced to those G
such that either G is effective on V or dimMG(V ) = 1.
Theorem 2.2. Let (V ,G,D) be an Eaton triple. Let V = V1 + · · · + Vm +MG(V )
be the orthogonal decomposition of V where Vi, i = 1, . . . , m, are G-irreducible
nonzero subspaces and MG(V ) is not necessarily G-irreducible (with the under-
standing that MG(V ) is not in the decomposition if it is trivial). Then G(c)-radius is
a norm if and only if dimMG(V )  1 and the orthogonal projections of c ∈ V into
Vi, i = 1, . . . , m, and MG(V ) (if dimMG = 1) are nonzero.
Proof. Notice that Gi is effective on Vi . We now use Lemma 2.1 to have span G˜c =
V if and only if c1 /= 0, . . . , cm /= 0 and cM /= 0 (if MG(V ) is not trivial), where c =
c1 + · · · + cm + cM is the orthogonal decomposition of c, ci ∈ Vi , i = 1, . . . , m,
cM ∈ MG(V ). However (V ,G,D) is an Eaton triple, we have G˜c = Gc by Theorem
2.1 (ii) and (A1). Then apply Li-Tsing’s span criterion. 
Corollary 2.1. Let (V ,G,D) be an Eaton triple in which G is effective and let V =
V1 + · · · + Vm be the orthogonal decomposition of V into G-irreducible nonzero
subspaces Vi, i = 1, . . . , m. ThenG(c)-radius is a norm if and only if the orthogonal
projections of c ∈ V into Vi, i = 1, . . . , m, are nonzero.
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The following result is along the line of Theorem 2.2. Indeed Theorem 2.2 takes
care of the missing case k = 1 in Theorem 2.3.
Theorem 2.3. Let V be an orthogonal decomposition V = V1 + · · · + Vk, where
Vj /= {0}, j = 1, . . . , k with k > 1, are G-invariant (not necessarily G-irreduc-
ible) subspaces of V . For each j = 1, . . . , k, denote Gj := G|Vj and assume that
(Vj ,Gj ,Dj ) is an Eaton triple for some closed convex cone Dj ⊂ Vj . Let Vj =
Vj1 + · · · + Vjmj +MGj (Vj ) be an orthogonal decomposition of Vj , where Vji /=
{0}, i = 1, . . . , mj , are Gj -irreducible subspaces of Vj , and dimMGj (Vj )  1. If
for each j = 1, . . . , k − 1, there exists compact groupHj ⊂ G satisfyingMHj (V ) =
span Dj, where MHj (V ) = {x ∈ V : hjx = x for all hj ∈ Hj }, then G(c)-radius
is a norm if and only if the orthogonal projections of c ∈ V onto Vji and MGj (Vj )
(if dimMGj (Vj ) = 1), i = 1, . . . , mj , j = 1, . . . , k, are nonzero.
Proof. Sufficiency. In view of Li-Tsing’s span criterion we want to prove span
Gc = V and it suffices to show Vj ⊂ span Gc, j = 1, . . . , k. Let cj denote the
orthogonal projection of c onto Vj , j = 1, . . . , k, and let cji and cjM be the orthog-
onal projection of cj onto Vji and MGj (Vj ) (when dimMGj (Vj ) = 1), respectively,
i = 1, . . . , mj . Clearly, cji and cjM are also the orthogonal projections of c onto
Vji and MGj (Vj ), respectively. Since cji /= 0 and cjM /= 0 for all i = 1, . . . , mj
and j = 1, . . . , k, then by Theorem 2.2 for the Eaton triple (Vj ,Gj ,Dj ) and the Li-
Tsing’s span criterion, span Gjcj = Vj for each j = 1, . . . , k. Therefore we have to
show span Gjcj ⊂ span Gc, i.e.,
cj ∈ span Gc, j = 1, . . . , k. (2.4)
We first consider j = 1, . . . , k − 1. By (A1) for (Vj ,Gj ,Dj ) and since Gj = G|Vj
there exist c∗j ∈ Dj and gj ∈ G such that c∗j = gj cj , j = 1, . . . , k − 1. Let µHj be
the (unique) Haar (i.e., G-invariant) probability measure [17] on the compact group
Hj . Then the linear operator Lj on V defined by
Ljx :=
∫
Hj
hjx dµHj (hj ), x ∈ V,
is the orthoprojector from V onto Mj := MHj (V ). In addition
Ljx ∈ conv Hjx, x ∈ V. (2.5)
Since c∗j ∈ Dj ⊂ span Dj = Mj , we have c∗j = Ljc∗j = Ljgj cj . Notice that Mj =
span Dj ⊂ Vj implies V ⊥j ⊂ M⊥j (the orthocomplements in V ). Let c˜j := c − cj .
Then c˜j ∈ V ⊥j and gj c˜j ∈ V ⊥j ⊂ M⊥j , because Vj and V ⊥j are G-invariant. There-
fore Ljgj c˜j = 0 and consequently, by (2.5),
c∗j = Ljgj cj = Ljgj c ∈ conv Hj(gj c)
⊂ conv Ggjc = conv Gc ⊂ span Gc.
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Hence cj = g−1j c∗j ∈ g−1j span Gc = span Gc. Thus (2.4) is proved for j = 1, . . . ,
k − 1.
Now, if j = k, then ck = c − (c1 + · · · + ck−1) which gives ck ∈ span Gc, since
c, c1, . . . , ck−1 ∈ span Gc by (2.4) for j = 1, . . . , k − 1.
Necessity. Denote Vjkj+1 := MGj (Vj ) and cjkj+1 := cjM (if dimMGj (Vj ) = 1).
Suppose cji = 0 for some j ∈ {1, . . . , k} and i ∈ {1, . . . , mj + 1}. Then cj ∈ V ⊥ji
(the orthocomplement in Vj ). Since c = c1 + · · · + cj + · · · + ck , we have c ∈ V1 +
· · · + V ⊥ji + · · · + Vk ⊂ V . Notice that V1 + · · · + V ⊥ji + · · · + Vk is G-invariant,
because all its terms areG-invariant and thus span Gc is in this subspace. This yields
span Gc /= V , i.e., rG(c)(·) is not a norm by Li-Tsing’s span criterion. 
3. Examples and application to Lie Algebras
In this section we present some examples and applications to reductive Lie alge-
bras. Denote the space of n× n matrices over the field F = R or C by Mn(F), n× n
symmetric matrices and skew symmetric matrices by Sn(F) and Kn(F), respectively.
Let Dn(F) be the space of n× n diagonal matrices. In these matrix spaces, the in-
ner product for n× n matrices X, Y ∈ Mn(F) is 〈X, Y 〉 = Re tr XY ∗. Let O(n) and
SO(n) be the group of n× n orthogonal matrices and the special orthogonal group,
respectively. Denote by U(n) and SU(n) the unitary and special unitary groups. By
diag (a1, . . . , ar ) we denote the block-diagonal matrix with the blocks a1, . . . , ar on
the main diagonal.
Example 3.1. Let V := Mn(R), n  2, V1 := Sn(R), and V2 := Kn(R). Clearly
we have the orthogonal sum V = V1 + V2. Let G be the group of all congruencies
X → UXUT, X ∈ Mn(R), as U varies over O(n). Let Gi := G|Vi , i = 1, 2. Then
MG(V ) = MG1(V1) = span {I } and V1 = V11 +MG1(V1), G1-irreducible orthog-
onal decomposition of V1, where V11 = {X ∈ Sn(R) : trX = 0} is G1-irreducible.
Notice that V2 is G2-irreducible. It is known that Gi induces an Eaton triple on
Vi (see [2, p. 17], [4, pp. 14–15], cf. also Theorem 2.1(i)). The convex cones are,
respectively,
D1 = {diag (x1, . . . , xn) : x1  · · ·  xn}
and
D2 =
{{diag (θ1a, . . . , θra) : θ1  · · ·  θr  0} if n = 2r,
{diag (θ1a, . . . , θra, 0) : θ1  · · ·  θr  0} if n = 2r + 1,
where a is the block(
0 1
−1 0
)
.
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Let H1 be the finite group of operators X → UXUT, where U ∈ Dn(R) ∩O(n).
Now MH1(V ) = Dn(R) = spanD1. Each A ∈ Mn(R) has the orthogonal decompo-
sition
A =
[
A+ AT
2
−
(
trA
n
)
I
]
+ A− A
T
2
+
(
trA
n
)
I.
Therefore Theorem 2.3 yields that the C-congruence numerical radius on Mn(R)
defined as
rG(C)(X) = max
U∈O(n)
|tr XUTCU |, X ∈ Mn(R),
is a norm on V = Mn(R) if and only if the projections of CT are nonzero, i.e., C +
CT is not a scalar matrix and has nonzero trace, andC is not symmetric [12, Theorem
3.2]. One can replace O(n) by SO(n) and have the same conclusion since the G(c)-
radius is the same.
Example 3.2. The complex counterpart of the previous example was studied by
Cheng [1]: the C-congruence numerical radius on Mn(C) defined as
rG(C)(X) = max
U∈U(n)
|tr XUTCU | = max
U∈U(n)
|Re tr XUTCU |, X ∈ Mn(C)
(i.e., O(n) is replaced by U(n) and Mn(R) is replaced by Mn(C) and the group
action is still congruence in the previous example) is a norm on Mn(C) if and only
if C is neither symmetric nor skew-symmetric [1]. It can be obtained similarly by
considering the irreducible decomposition Mn(C) = Sn(C)+Kn(C). One can also
replace U(n) by SU(n).
The first example which is associated with gln(R) can be extended to some reduc-
tive Lie algebras. Let g = k + p + z (z is the center of g) be a Cartan decomposition
of the reductive Lie algebra g. Of course g0 := [g, g] = k + p is semisimple. Let K
be the analytic subgroup of G0 for k. Thus Ad (K) is a maximal compact subgroup
of Ad (G0). It is known that Ad (K) leaves p invariant and Ad (K) acts trivially on z.
Moreover the decomposition is orthogonal with respect to the Killing form B(·, ·) of
g, which is positive definite on p and negative definite on k. Let (x, y) := (x, y)θ =
−B(x, θy) be the inner product associated with the Cartan involution θ : x + y →
x − y, x ∈ k, y ∈ k⊥. Now Ad (K) ⊂ O(g) because the Killing form is invariant
under Ad (K).
Theorem 3.1. Let g = k + p + z be the Cartan decomposition of a real reductive
Lie algebra g, where z is either trivial or one-dimensional. Let K be the analytic
subgroup for k. Suppose that
1. k is semisimple,
2. except zero, there are no points in k fixed byZK(a) = {k ∈ K : Ad (k)x = x for all
x ∈ a}, the centralizer of a in K, where a is a maximal abelian subalgebra of
g0 := k + p in p.
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Then the Ad (K)(c)-radius defined as rAd (K)(c)(x) = maxk∈K(x,Ad (k)c), x ∈ g,
is a norm if and only if the orthogonal projections of c into kij , pi and z (if non-
trivial) are nonzero, i = 1, . . . , r, where g0 =
∑r
i=1(ki + pi ) is the decomposition
of the semisimple g0 into the simple Lie algebras ki + pi , and ki =
∑ni
j=1 kij is the
decomposition of k into the simple Lie algebras, i = 1, . . . , r .
Proof. Notice that [23] (p,Ad (K), a+) is an Eaton triple where a+ is a (closed)
fundamental chamber of a fixed maximal abelian subalgebra a in p and that (k,
Ad (K), t+) is an Eaton triple where t+ is a (closed) fundamental Weyl chamber
of the Lie algebra t of a maximal torus T of K . Since k is semisimple, Ad (K) is
effective on k. We now claim that Ad (K) is effective on p and it is sufficient to
show that Ad (K) is irreducible on p if g = k + p is simple. If p = p1 + p2 is an
orthogonal sum with Ad (K)pi ⊂ pi , i = 1, 2, then ad (k) pi ⊂ pi , i.e., [k, pi] ⊂ pi ,
i = 1, 2 since ad (x) is the differential of Ad at the identity e evaluated at x ∈ k
[8, p. 129]. Thus [p1, p2] is perpendicular to k since for x ∈ k, yi ∈ pi , we have
B(x, [y1, y2]) = B([x, y1], y2) = 0 [8, p. 131]. Since k and p are perpendicular and
[p, p] ⊂ k [18, p. 255], [p1, p2] = 0. If p1 and p2 both are nonzero, then using Jacobi
identity [8, p. 9] [p1, p1] + p1 ⊂ g is a nontrivial ideal.
Now Ad (ZK(a)) is closed in Ad (K) and thus Ad (ZK(a)) is compact. Apply
Theorem 2.3 with V2 :=∑ri=1∑nij=1 kij , where k =∑ri=1 ki , ki =∑nij=1 kij , V1 :=
p + z (notice that Ad (K) is trivial on z) and H1 := Ad (ZK(a)) to have the desired
result. 
Example 3.3. Consider the real simple Lie algebra sop,q where
sop,q =
{(
X1 Y
Y T X2
)
: XT1 = −X1, XT2 = −X2, Y ∈ Rp×q
}
,
K = SO(p)× SO(q),
k = so(p)⊕ so(q),
p =
{(
0 Y
Y T 0
)
: Y ∈ Rp×q
}
,
a =
⊕
1jp
R(Ej,p+j + Ep+j,j ),
t = tp ⊕ tq,
and
tn =


⊕
1jn/2
R(E2j−1,2j − E2j,2j−1) if n is even,⊕
1j(n−1)/2 R(E2j−1,2j − E2j,2j−1)⊕ 0 if n is odd.
For definiteness we assume that p  q. The group ZK(a) = {A× A× Iq−p : A ∈
Dn(R) ∩ SO(n)} and thus leaves no points of k fixed except zero. So, given
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c =
(
X1 Y
Y T X2
)
∈ sop,q,
rAd (K)(c)(·) is a norm on sop,q if and only if X1 = 0, X2 = 0 and Y = 0.
One can get the same conclusion for
sup,q =
{(
X1 Y
Y ∗ X2
)
: X∗1 = −X1, X∗2 = −X2, trX1 + trX2 = 0,
Y ∈ Cp×q
}
,
K = S(U(p)× U(q)),
k = s(u(p)⊕ u(q)),
p =
{(
0 Y
Y ∗ 0
)
: Y ∈ Cp×q
}
.
We also remark that it is generally not true that k is simple even g is simple, e.g.,
g = sop,q but k = so(p)+ so(q).
We remark that Theorem 3.1 cannot be applied to g, where g0 is a complex semi-
simple Lie algebra viewed as a real Lie algebra, i.e., g = k + ik + z. For example,
consider gln(C) where the Killing form (up to a multiple) is B(x, y) = Re tr xy and
thus (x, y) = Re tr xy∗. Of course K = SU(n), the special unitary group; k is the set
of traceless skew Hermitian matrices; p is the set of traceless Hermitian matrices and
z is the set of scalar multiples of I . If we pick a ⊂ p to be the algebra of diagonal
matrices and t = ia, then ZK(a) is the group of diagonal special unitary matrices
which also fixes t.
It is generally not true that k is semisimple even g = k + p is a real simple Lie
algebra. Namely they are sp2n(R) (where K is isomorphic to U(n) [25, p. 278]
which is clearly not semisimple) so∗(2n), EIII (a real form of E6), EVII (a real
form of E7). The common feature is that k is compact [8, p. 132] and k is the sum of
a simple Lie algebra and a one-dimensional center z.
Theorem 3.2. Let g = k + p be the Cartan decomposition of a real semisimple Lie
algebra g. Let K be the analytic subgroup for k. Suppose that
1. k is compact and f, the set of fixed points in k of Ad (K) is either trivial or one-
dimensional,
2. except zero, there are no points in p fixed byZK(t) = {k ∈ K : Ad (k)x = x for all
x ∈ t}, the centralizer of t in K, where t is the Lie algebra of a maximal torus T of
k.
Then the Ad (K)(c)-radius defined as rAd (K)(c)(x) = maxk∈K(x,Ad (k)c), x ∈ g,
is a norm if and only if the orthogonal projections of c into k′j , j = 1, . . . k, pi , i =
1, . . . , r and f(if nontrivial) are nonzero, where g =∑ri=1(ki + pi ) is the decompo-
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sition g into the simple Lie algebras ki + pi , i = 1, . . . , r and k =
∑k
j=1 k
′
j + f is the
decomposition of k into simple Lie algebras k′j , j = 1, . . . , k, and f.
Proof. The proof is similar to the previous theorem: (p,Ad (K), a+), (k,Ad (K),
t+) are Eaton triples; Ad (K) is effective on p. Apply Theorem 2.3 with V1 := k =∑k
j=1 k
′
j , and H1 := Ad (ZK(t)) and V2 := p to have the desired result. 
We remark that K is compact (indeed maximal compact subgroup of G [8, p.
253]) if and only if the center Z of the analytic group G of g is finite [18, p. 258].
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